
2009: Pastry Chef
Sammy Barajas was adopted from South Korea and grew up in comfortable, suburban
neighborhoods in Connecticut and Massachusetts. After several false starts, she finally found her
groove when she enrolled in culinary school, where she loved being both creative and physically
active.

Life at Home

• Sammy was born in South Korea in 1985, and adopted several months later by an American couple.

• She came to the United States with one porcelain doll to remember her heritage and country.

• Her childhood home town was New Britain, Connecticut—a charming, but typical, suburban

neighborhood with a feeling of “sameness” to others in the community.

• Her parents divorced in 1992, when her mother moved the children—Sammy and two older

brothers—to West Hartford, Connecticut and later to West Stockbridge, Massachusetts.

• Sammy’s mother went to medical school and became an MD once her children were grown, an

impressive example of “it’s never too late.”

• Her father was the president of U.S. Steel Company, following his father into the business after some

overseas travel.

• As a child, she remembered celebrating Christmas and Easter.

• After the divorce, her mom observed the Winter Solstice, the Summer Solstice, and Eostre—a

festival to welcome Spring.

• At Monument Mountain High School in

Massachusetts, Sammy participated in track, soccer,

and tennis, and was editor of the year book in her

senior year.

• She was curious about trying new things and how they

were structured, but discovered she was not passionate

about any of them.

• Sammy went to high school in a relatively simple

time—no cell phones, no social media, no PCs for note

taking, and no high speed Internet for research

assignments.

• She remembered eating lunch and then spending time

outside to enjoy the foliage and mountain scenery—the

school was in a beautiful New England setting.

• The nearby apple orchard and hiking trails provided

ample opportunity for outdoor extra curricular

activities.

• One summer during high school, Sammy worked at the

only Japanese restaurant in town, a summer job that

turned into a regular job during the school year.
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Pastry chef Sammy Barajas loved making cakes that
celebrated her client’s happy occasions.



• She didn’t have to work, but found that the

extra money—$45-$80 a night—gave her

more independence, not to mention gas

money, new snowboarding gear, makeup, and

whatever else she wanted at the time.

• Sammy met her best friend, Brighid, in

kindergarten and they have stayed in touch

ever since.

• The older she got, the easier it was to see

people who were truly amazing.

• She went to the University of Vermont and

studied Environmental Science, but became

disillusioned in her second year.

• While in college, Sammy practiced yoga for

the first time, and went snowboarding every

weekend.

• The most challenging part of her early life was being adopted and raised by divorced parents.

• Thinking about her background triggered questions and simultaneous feelings of sadness and

gratitude—would her childhood have felt different if she was biologically connected to the people

she grew up with?

• Sammy did not connect with teachers growing up, and was not very trusting of the adults in her life.

• After graduating from high school, Sammy felt extremely alone and undirected.

• She met her husband in middle school and they later connected as adults in their early 20s after he

had been in New York for a few years.

• She found him very peculiar and methodical with a very simple yet sophisticated way of living,

remembering that his room was free of clutter and personal belongings except a world history book!

• He was calm, controlled, and smart and taught her to trust and love.

Life at Work

• Sammy worked as a pastry chef and specialized in cake design.

• She chose this path because it allowed her to be artistic while marketing a product to all types of

people and occasions.

• After culinary school in Vermont, she worked for a few years as a pastry assistant and saved enough

money to buy a motorcycle and put a small down payment on a condo.

• She cashed it all in to enroll in The French

Pastry School of Chicago, taking L’Art du

Gateau, which is a 6 month pastry intensive

course.

• She wanted to strengthen the skills and

techniques she would need to become a

cake designer.

• As a college student studying the

environment, she felt hopeless, anxious, and

uncertain about the future.

• The turning point for her was watching

chefs through the window of a culinary

school in her college town, moving with

vigor and so determined of their next

physical move.
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Sammy and her husband at an event in Prospect Park in Brooklyn.

Creativity and the physical aspect of the work were both important to
Sammy.



• She met with her advisor that very afternoon to arrange a year of absence, signed up for culinary

school the next semester, and has worked in a kitchen ever since.

• Sammy always was creative and secretly wanted to go to art school, but worried that it would not

lead to a satisfying career.

• Culinary school was a good choice because progress was based on what you physically and visually

accomplish—recipes were structured, methods to complete the recipes were structured, and

structure was exactly what she needed when she enrolled.

• She interned at Pebble Beach Resort in California, working her way up from line-cook to Pastry Chef

of Club XIX, the fine dining restaurant of the club. Ressul Rassallat, the Head Chef there at the

time, took her under his wing, teaching her to work hard and grow up.

• He encouraged Sammy to continue as a chef and demonstrated how to serve refined, composed

cuisine using the finest ingredients.

• She stayed on at Pebble Beach for two more years, learning

as much as she could—and the scenery and weather were

easy to take!

• Her experience as a savory chef was a big help in her

transition to a pastry chef.

• Her parents were supportive, but surprised that she wanted

to pursue a life in the kitchen, especially her mother, since

she never prepared a meal in her life.

• Her husband was a technical writer and project manager at

Bloomberg Financial in Manhattan and enjoyed immersing

himself in new projects.

• Sammy loved many elements of being a pastry chef and cake

designer, especially working for herself, which allowed her to

be creative and directly contribute to her business.

• She was in the business of celebration—a cake or special

dessert order usually meant a happy occasion, and it was

gratifying to get positive feedback from a client about how

her product contributed to their celebration.
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Sports-themed cakes were popular.

Clients often dictated colors and themes, but she liked having the freedom to design her cakes.



• The most challenging aspect of her job was

the emotional and personal drama—kitchens

are full of different personalities and working

side by side with other people in stressful

situations can be a challenge.

• Sammy’s work day routine included spending

mornings managing invoices and new orders,

then making a list of the day’s production

(what needs to be baked/made), and then

preparing the elements needed for any

outgoing orders.

• The cake process could take from a few days

to several months, depending on the design

and the occasion.

• During the summer and fall, weddings were

more popular, and the colder months meant baby showers and 1st birthday parties.

• Having a lump sum of money to invest in the business, like having her own dedicated van, would

have helped a lot.

• Delivery times vary from 15 minutes to over an hour, and she depends on Uber and Lyft.

• If she had the opportunity to do things differently, Sammy would have started her business earlier,

developed a viable business plan, and sought out a small business mentor.

• The Great Recession did not have much effect on her business—folks were looking for quick

pick-me-ups that were not too pricey—desserts could quickly get your mind off those negative

thoughts.

• Sammy’s future had expansion written all over it!

Life in the Community: Brooklyn, New York

• Sammy and her husband lived in Brooklyn, New York.

• When she first moved to Brooklyn, she felt distant from friends and

what was familiar to her, but over the years she found smaller

communities of wonderful people.

• The trick was to not ride the subway late at night and life got easier.

• Their apartment building was full of neighbors of all ages and walks

of life, with lots of younger children.

• They chose Brooklyn because it is an easy commute to Manhattan

and they enjoyed the endless amount of things to do and see in New

York City.

• Sammy belonged to the Rising Tide Society, and started a Brooklyn

Collective, companies that supported creative and small businesses

by helping with networking.

• There was a big difference between Brooklyn and the Connecticut

she grew up in—mostly the diversity of people and where they came

from.

• The like-mindedness of the community she grew up in seemed

unimaginative to her after Brooklyn, although she acknowledged

that it could be comforting at times.

• A typical day off with her husband started with a big breakfast and

usually included a walk around the neighborhood, especially
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Large, multi-tier cakes mean multi-bowls going at once.

Husband-to-be Michael and Sammy at
their engagement party at her parent’s
Connecticut house.



Prospect Park, or a subway ride to explore Manhattan—finding new dumpling spots was always fun.

• In the summer, a favorite Brooklyn place to visit was Coney Island, with its beach and frozen

lemonade.

• They loved their neighborhood for the variety of food, markets, yoga studios and, of course, the

people.

• They had no plans to move out of the city—maybe when they adopted kids of their

own—something on the back burner.
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During a trip to South Korea, Sammy was impressed by the culture and tradition, like this Parade of Lights.
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Seeing how food was packaged and displayed in South Korea was an interesting part of Sammy’s trip. Take-out “deli” top, and fish
market, bottom.




